
of attention. Top researchers in control made presen-
tations to a large group of bright and interested stu-
dents. The presenters were then grilled with a barrage
of insightful questions. It was fun to watch them sweat!
Both attendees and presenters seemed to be enjoying
themselves. Hopefully, the Society will follow up to
see if the students exposed to control are more in-
clined to pursue control engineering, engineering in
general, or at least have positive, lasting impressions
of the event.

• Authors’ breakfasts. Formal breakfasts were abolished.
Instead, a coffee-break style service was provided.
This led to a substantial savings, which allowed us to
provide cookies in the afternoon breaks and more
food at the Farewell Reception.

• Fully Web-based registration. This was a great success,
which helped not just registration itself but finances
too. Thanks to Pradeep Misra for implementing this
important feature.

Some Statistics
There were 916 total registrants including 512 CSS members
and 243 students. The United States had 470 registrants fol-
lowed by Italy at 61; France, 59; Japan, 54; Australia, 30; Swe-
den, 26; The Netherlands, 25; Canada, 25; Mexico, 20; U.K., 19;
Israel, 14; Taiwan, 13; and Germany, 12. In all, 37 different coun-
tries were represented. There were 15 exhibitors.

Thanks
The 41st IEEE CDC, as any conference this size, is the result
of much hard work by many individuals. As the General
Chair, I would like to thank everybody in the Operating and
Program Committees, especially Molly Shor, Hitay Özbay,
and Woosoon Yim for continuing, unwavering support and
help and Program Chair Ken Loparo for making sure no pro-
gram-related problems reached my doorstep. Special
thanks also go to the extra help provided by individuals who
are not listed as CDC 2002 officials: Ted Djaferis for continu-
ing advice, Linda Bushnell for input on all activities related
to CSS, Yaodong Pan for handling communication issues
with students and overseas participants, and Pradeep Misra
for all his work on computerization of the CDC operation. I
would also like to thank the National Science Foundation
and Kishan Baheti for providing funds for student travel and
Faryar Jabbari for handling the organization

A technical conference is only as good as the content of
all the papers presented. Program Chair Ken Loparo and I
would like to recognize all the authors, plenary speakers,
workshop and session organizers, and session chairs.

—Umit Ozguner

CDC 2002 General Chair

Workshop Honors Anthony N. Michel

O
n 5 April 2003, the University of Notre Dame hosted
a workshop in honor of Anthony N. Michel on the
occasion of his retirement (see the workshop Web

site at http://liu.ece.uic.edu/workshop). The workshop pro-
vided a venue for researchers, colleagues, friends, and stu-
dents to pay tribute to Tony’s significant contributions to
the systems and control community; at the same time it also
served as a forum to explore topics and applications related
to the stability and control of dynamical systems.

In a distinguished career spanning over 40 years, Tony
Michel has made seminal contributions in the qualitative
studies of dynamical systems, with an emphasis on stability
theory. Specific areas in which he has contributed include fi-

nite-time and practical stability, Lyapunov stability of inter-
connected and large-scale dynamical systems, input-output
properties of interconnected and large-scale systems, artifi-
cial neural networks with applications to associative memo-
ries, robust stability analysis, stability-preserving mapping
theory, and stability theory for hybrid and discontinuous
dynamical systems. He has demonstrated the significance
of his work with specific applications to signal processing,
power systems, artificial neural networks, digital control
systems, and systems with state saturation constraints. His
scholarly work has been made public in eight books, 30 con-
tributed chapters in books, 166 journal papers, and 250 con-
ference papers. (A complete list of Tony’s publications can
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IEEE Past President Joel B. Snyder presents the IEEE Control

Systems Award to Prof. Pravin Varaiya, University of California at

Berkeley. This award recognized “outstanding contributions to

stochastic and adaptive control and the unification of concepts

from control and computer science.”






